BLACK LIVES MATTER
IN HONG KONG
Join us at English Corner for an inspiring and meaningful conversation with
Innocent Mutanga and Chihiro Shimizu, young entrepreneurs who are working on creating
a space where we celebrate cultural diversity and equality.
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Meaningful
Conversation
OCT. 22ND, 2020
4:30 – 6:00PM
ZOOM
Invitation will be sent when
registration form is filled

Chihiro Shimizu is an Arts & Cross-Cultural
Initiatives Manager at Africa Center Hong
Kong. She has a series on YouTube where she
talks about how African art is embedded into
African people’s lives and what we can learn
from them. After her visit to San rock art
site in Matobo Hills, Zimbabwe, her interest
towards African art grew. She believes that
it is important for East Asian people to look
into African art because it helps them seek
for their own identity rather than
subconsciously admiring the West.
All are
welcome!

Enrollment

https://bit.ly/32M1w0o

or CIE website: https://www.cie.hkbu.edu.hk/
(Student Development> College Events)
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Dedicated to rebranding blackness in Asia,
Innocent Mutanga launched the Africa Center
Hong Kong in 2019. The platform & creative
hub has since gained traction with its onsite
programs seeing around 300 users in a week.
The center runs a range of onsite programs
from African Literature Book Club to African
cooking workshops. In addition, the center runs
off-site cultural competency and D&I programs
in schools and companies, tours of ChungKing
Mansions and has a growing online presence.
Innocent was born and raised in Zimbabwe. He
fled for his life from his homeland to Hong Kong
in 2013 where he arrived as a refugee with only
200HKD, slept on the streets and went on to
study Anthropology at the Chinese University
of Hong Kong where he became the first
refugee to get into an official undergraduate
program in a local university and further went
on to work for an investmentbank.

Enquiry: Ms. Yuen Chan
(3411-3303/ciesdc@hkbu.edu.hk)

